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Now that the contingent labour award results are out, we are mobilising in your area. Since 
signing up to Mark Carne’s Safety Vision for Network Rail last April, helping Network Rail improve safety 
via the introduction of the Code of Conduct is at the top of our priority list. An early and tangible way of 
seeing that code in action from 1st April will be evident in the transportation arrangements made by your 
suppliers. That’s why we are putting the fi nal touches to what we believe is the best rail fl eet of vehicles 
in the UK, dedicated to personnel movement. We are absolutely committed to getting our workers to 

you and home again in safe and secure transport. This special edition of our leading ‘Safety In Rail’ publication will tell you 
exactly how we will achieve this as we commence mobilisation.

Dermot McGinley – Managing Director  

The Code of Conduct and the 
UK’s best dedicated rail fleet of 
350 vehicles

Proud to be recognised 
as a FORS Bronze 

Fleet Operator

In response to your evolving requirements for CP5, in early 2014, we undertook an in-depth review of 
our transport service. From drivers to our supply chain of companies to the way in which we managed 
the process internally, we examined all aspects. We re-invented our transport arrangements and are 
now ready with a fleet of vehicles supported by drivers, systems and procedures that meets the Code 
of Conduct. In fact we think we’ve gone beyond that and now have an infrastructure finely tuned to the 
needs of the UK rail sector as a whole. 

Central to this was the introduction of active real-time telemetry devices and continuous driver behavioural 
improvement programmes. By constantly monitoring locations, movements, trends and behaviour, we 
have been able to identify and mitigate risk between homes and worksites. Now we continue to use 
management reporting data to identify more effective and efficient ways of getting our workforce to and 
from their worksite safely. All our vehicles are now fitted with trackers and advanced telemetry devices.

Managing safety risks to and from worksites 
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When we receive orders from your staff, we’re able to test driving 
distances and times using the mapping software integrated with 
our allocation systems. We predict mileage and fuel costs and, 
at point of allocation, our staff are making decisions based on 
fatigue calculations, hidden hours rules and the Working Time 
Regulations. Actual journeys to and from worksites can be 
monitored in real-time and, after the journey, we can cross-check 
actual telemetry data with our predictions to help fine-tune fatigue 
and operational calculations.

Speed limiters
As part of the investment in vehicles 
for CP5, we’ve added speed limiters to 
most of our vehicles and are on schedule 
to complete that installation soon. From 
1st April, all vehicles visiting Network Rail 
Infrastructure will have speed limiters 
fitted and will be tracked in real-time. 
Exceeding 70mph will be prevented, 
but breaking speed limits at lower levels is also being tracked 
using live telemetry and exception reporting systems. Part of 
the scoring mechanism for driver behavioural analysis takes into 
account a driver’s adherence to speed limits.

The new telemetry and driver management 
safety systems developed over the last year will have 
a positive impact in lowering our insurance costs 
and making us more efficient in the years to come, 
supporting the position that safety performance 
and business performance can go hand in hand. 

Having just re-insured our fleet of vehicles in January, our insurer, 
Amlin PLC, recognised that we had implemented ‘substantial risk 
management systems’ during their review.

John House – Financial Director 

Sustainability
Although our fleet is Euro 5 compliant and not more than four years’ old, we’re now 
working towards Euro 6 with a programme of vehicle renewals and exchanges to take 
advantage of the latest cleaner and more efficient engine technologies. One of the key 
areas we are committed to is the reduction in fuel usage and CO2 emissions but in 
tandem with vehicle upgrades, our driver behavioural programme will continue to benefit 
the environment in the next few years. Already, as we prepared for CP5, we have seen real 
reductions in fuel used and CO2 emissions; all as a result of improved driving behaviours. 
By minimising travel time within the new Contracting Unit areas, we expect a number 
of factors to now contribute to building a more sustainable transport service over CP5.
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Managing drivers
We’ve introduced an ‘Authorised Driver’ system by mirroring the way we control a Sentinel competency. Our 2014 review mandated 
new minimum entry criteria relating to historical offences, driving experience, points accumulation and other convictions. Potential drivers 
undergo assessment with DSA qualified trainers and any areas for improvement noted will result in additional instruction. Further briefings 
take place, incorporating lifesaving rules, a fatigue video and a driver handbook is issued. 

In 2014, blind telemetry trials presented us with ‘before and after’ data that quickly demonstrated the benefits of both tracking 
vehicles and monitoring drivers. Today we combine data on acceleration, speed, braking and cornering into a single percentage score 
for each driver which changes over time. The higher the score, the better the behaviour. Points are added and deducted for positive and 
negative actions and drivers are briefed on how they can achieve a higher score.  To encourage further improvement and to correspond 
with the start of the contingent labour contracts, we’ve introduced a reward scheme. Each month, drivers who reach a qualifying level of 
statistical behaviour are entered into a regional draw. Prizes vary from mini tablets to TVs to track day experiences.

Andy Saunders – Fleet Manager 

When your orders for contingent labour are 
accepted, our staff assess the availability of 
transport and drivers. Registered vehicles are 
then matched with drivers for the following 
week and as a vehicle could operate for up to 
14 shifts a week, it could be formally shared by 
two or more drivers.  

Once a potential driver reaches the required 
compliance level, they are awarded our 
‘Authorised Driver’ competence. This attracts 
a live ‘green’ status within our competence 
management software and confirms eligibility 
to drive. From that point, the individual is 
continuously monitored and the competence 
may be suspended  by our Safety Team in 
the event of an incident or as a result of our 
real-time DVLA licence checks. 

When the work is underway, the final stage 
is ensuring that the matching competent 
individuals are actually driving in the field. That’s 
where our driver ID ‘at point of use’ system fits 
in; each driver has a unique electronic key fob 
and must log in to his vehicle before starting 
the journey. The vehicle is monitored online in 
real-time.  

Protocol_Status Status_Colour Progress Status_Date Status

Amber 99.00 04/06/2014 0... Suspended

Green 100.00 23/01/2013 1... Compliant

Green 100.00 30/11/2012 0... Compliant

Amber 99.00 31/03/2014 1... Suspended

Green 100.00 29/11/2012 1... Compliant
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Our ability to closely monitor and positively influence behaviour before our workers get to site has a direct impact on their 
attitudes once at work. A driver with a heightened awareness of risk and a greater sense of responsibility towards his passengers will 
demonstrate that to his co-workers through his actions. This helps us move forward with our agenda of improving the general behaviour 
of every one of our workers, from the moment they step on the infrastructure.

John Jebson – Head of Safety

Fatigue management
The introduction of Contracting Units overlaid on routes will 
reduce average driving time between Delivery Units. Population 
density and skills distribution still varies within Contracting Units 
and so labour movements over some distance within each area 
are still inevitable. Fatigue management is therefore an essential 
element of the checks required on both paid hours worked 
and time spent travelling to and from work. Combined with the 
hidden based rules and Working Time Regulations, we manage 
a comprehensive monitoring and corrective action procedure.  

We use the HSE Fatigue Calculator (RR446) to calculate the 
risk based on working hours plus travel time. Where workers 
vary location or shift patterns on a weekly basis, we recalculate 
weekly. We are particularly aware that night shifts are the most 
at risk. 

• Site workers always work within the 14-hour 
door-to-door policy

• No solo site worker driver can drive for 2 or more hours 
without a risk assessment

• Special rules are in place to cover situations where 
driving duties are to be shared between two or more 
authorised drivers 

Now with telemetry data for CP5, we can take fatigue monitoring 
even further. Predicted travel time can be reviewed with 
verified telematics data (rather than driver reported times) to 
allow comprehensive and accurate monitoring of drivers on an 
individual basis. 

For a more in-depth look at our current fatigue policy, please see 
the recent Issue 40 of our SafetyINRail Newsletter.

Lifesaving rules
Implementing the Driving Lifesaving Rules is built into our 
processes. Restrictions surrounding the use of hand-
held devices, observing speed limits and wearing seat 
belts, together with strict warnings regarding drugs or 
alcohol, are cascaded face-to-face during regular driver 
assessments and within personal driver handbooks. 
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Dedicated drivers or lodgings
Providing lodgings for workers or dedicated drivers when required is an integrated part of our cost base. Either solution may be required 
following the processing of Fatigue Calculator results or routinely as part of the hidden hours predictions. Evidence of the worker staying in 
the lodge can be substantiated through the telemetry. As a matter of normal practice, all staff have access to nationwide accommodation 
accounts and mechanisms are in place for emergency bookings on a 24/7 basis. At any one time, we maintain an authorised driver pool 
of double the number of fleet vehicles to support the need to bring in dedicated drivers when deemed necessary. 

24/7
Our transport service runs around the clock and our 24/7 control centre is there to support fleet movements 
as well as the wider delivery needs. Vehicle breakdowns and minor incidents can impact on your productivity 
so we’re quick to react with replacement vehicles to ensure the workforce reports on time. If there’s a 
road traffic accident, then the control centre takes the report, liaises with the safety department and 
co-ordinates our response to the event. Vehicles are taken on and offline, risk assessments are done and 
short notice lodging bookings are made. Critically, the control centre is tracking drivers and monitoring 
behaviour at all times. During unsociable hours, where traffic volumes are light, there’s a tendency for 
drivers to take greater risks but our 24/7 monitoring systems help keep those risks to a minimum. 

Engagement with others 
Neighbours around worksites, other drivers and the general public can all be affected by our transport movements. Drivers taking 
responsibility for their actions, being monitored and becoming accountable will improve levels of respect for other drivers, road users and 
pedestrians. A wider investment in new, quieter and less polluting engines over CP5 will make sure we continuously lessen the impact 
on third parties over the coming years.

In response to market demand, providing contingent labour is becoming increasingly complex. In new contingent labour 
contracts, the Code of Conduct raises the bar and added value support services are now worth around 30% of the charge within our 
own bid. Strip out our long-term inflation allowances and non-labour costs would represent nearly 35% of the charge at current prices. 
Of course tenderers would have had differing approaches to this and there are clearly alternative business models now in place. A spread 
of prices is evident between the winning Primary and Secondary suppliers, ranging from almost nothing to double figures, depending on 
the Contracting Unit. After serving the rail sector for many years, we have built a significant business support infrastructure to provide this 

added value, a core competence which has been assembled over a long period. That same expertise can now mobilise quickly and is planning to deliver 
the higher standards of health, safety, wellbeing and training now demanded throughout our workforce.

Sean McGinley – Business Support Director 

Our contingent labour rates incorporate 
wage inflation allowances for the whole 
of CP5. However, transport costs still 
represent 7.5% of your charge, making 
it the single largest support cost for 
contingent labour. We’ve invested 
significantly for CP5 to bring the driving 
Code of Conduct into your area and our 
pricing will allow us to maintain a robust 
fleet infrastructure over the years. Our 
technology will ensure we have complete 
visibility over both fleet movements, 
improving not only safety but customer 
service, and reliability as we attend your 
remote locations.

Where your money goes 

 Inflation-proof labour   
 costs for CP5

 Other support costs

 Travel, vehicle and 
 fuel costs

70%

22.50%

7.50%
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We have hub offices in every one of your areas with access to a network of over 120 fleet depots across the UK - every route and 
Contracting Unit, every Delivery Unit, every worksite.

The way our transport service has developed for CP5 is having a positive impact on service delivery. With our 24/7 control centre, 
coupled with telemetry data, we now know where our workers are at any point on their journey to your worksites. Mobility and response 
time, along with service reliability, has improved and we are now successfully completing over 99% of requested shifts. The aim within 
our own nominated Contracting Units is to mobilise our existing labour within a local transport framework, but there may be instances 
in CP5 when you call upon us to help supplement a neighbouring Contracting Unit. Our fleet covers the UK and we’ll be able to safely 
arrange and transport labour into another area to assist if needed, all within the Code of Conduct guidelines.

Billy McNeill - Operations Director 

We’ve got it covered

120 fleet depots  350 vehicles  700 authorised drivers 
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Head Office:
Ground Floor, The Edward Hyde Building 
38 Clarendon Road, Watford WD17 1JW

t: 0845 543 5953  
f: 0845 543 5956  
e: info@mcginley.co.uk

If you would like to receive our newsletter 
on a regular basis via post or email, please 
contact rebecca.wishart@mcginley.co.uk 
stating your preference.

www.mcginley.co.uk

McGinley Support Services Limited

You can hire the following 
‘Code of Conduct’ compliant vehicle 
types from us...

Welfare vehicles with Sentinel primary 
sponsored drivers  
 Maintain wellbeing standards in remote areas

Crew buses with Sentinel primary 
sponsored drivers  
 Everyone home safe every day

Crew cab tippers or pick-ups with 
Sentinel primary sponsored drivers  
 Transport personnel, goods, materials, tools and   
 equipment

 Sentinel primary sponsored driver  

 Electronic driver ID 

 Telemetry 

 Speed limiter  

 Value for money

Did you know? 

Contact Andy Saunders on 07966 144316 
or email andrew.saunders@mcginley.co.uk 
for rates and availability

INCLUDED

 Sentinel primary sponsored driver  

 Electronic driver ID 

INCLUDED


